ULTIMATE NPCS: SKULDUGGERY
A tool for Game Masters and Players alike, Ultimate NPCs: Skulduggery is a collection of fully fleshed-out characters to populate your game world. Occupying the seedy tap-houses and criminal underbelly of civilization, you’ll find a variety of thieves, assassins and mercenaries within, each with the backstory and statistics necessary to run as an NPC or player character.

Hardcover retailer price $20 (MSRP $40.00)
original release date: July 2016

ULTIMATE NPCS: WARFARE
A tool for Game Masters and Players alike, Ultimate NPCs: Warfare is a collection of fully fleshed-out characters to populate your game world. From high command to the cook’s tent, you’ll find a variety of soldiers, auxiliaries, and noncombatants within, each with the backstory and statistics necessary to run as an NPC or player character.

Hardcover retailer price $20 (MSRP $40.00)
original release date: January 2019

ULTIMATE BESTIARY: REVENGE OF THE HORDE
Ultimate Bestiary: Revenge of the Horde presents a variety of the classic monstrous races, including gnolls, goblins, kobolds, orcs, and trolls, fleshing out their cultures, habits and habitats, and introducing a wealth of stat blocks to challenge your players from level one to the end of their adventuring careers.

Hardcover retailer price $20 (MSRP $40.00)
original release date: June 2017
CRITICAL HIT DECKS

Add a new level of excitement to your combat with our Critical Hit & Critical Fail decks for GMs and Players. When your players suffer a critical hit (or fail) pull a card from the deck for additional effects. Each card features a different effect based on damage type: slashing, piercing, bludgeoning, ranged, melee, natural, or magic!

Decks: Critical Hit Deck for GMs, Critical Hit Deck for Players, Critical Fail Deck, Luck Deck

Retailer price per deck $7.50 (MSRP $15)

original release date: September 2016

TREASURE DECKS

Easily generate random treasure for your players to find, by pulling a card. Five card sets that span treasure levels 1 to 20. There are five decks in total, and there are 52 cards per deck, using a d12 roll with 4 results that vary in rarity and value.

Decks: CR1-4, CR5-8, CR 9-12, CR 13-16, CR 17-20

Retailer price per deck $7.50 (MSRP $15)

original release date: August 2017

WANDERING MONSTER DECKS

The perfect accessory to randomly generate interesting and appropriate monsters to challenge your players and always keep things fun! These decks contain 52 cards, each with 3-5 possible encounters for a variety of environments for 5th Edition.

Decks: Dungeon, Wilderlands, Waterways, Underground

Retailer price per deck $7.50 (MSRP $15)

original release date: February 2018

ARTIFICES OF QUARTZTOIL TOWER

An exciting 3-5 session adventure playable at any level for use as a side quest or part of a main storyline! Designed for 5th Edition Dungeons & Dragons! A town is beset by incursions from strange creatures; constructs of metal, magic, and old bones. All signs point to the mysterious Quartztoil Tower, standing tall over the mountains to the north, and thought long abandoned. Rumors of the magical secrets contained within have not gone unnoticed...

Softcover retailer price $5 - (MSRP $10)

original release date: June 2018